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To the memory of Arist A. Kunik (1814-1899) 
 
Rezumat: Autorul reia discuţia asupra identităţi emitenţilor unor monede ale Ţării 
Româneşti şi Moldovei şi a altor emisiuni, care au făcut parte din tezaurul descoperit în 
jurul anului 1862, într-o localitate neprecizată din fosta gubernie imperială rusă, Podolia. 
Tezaurul a fost menţionat într-o scurtă notă publicată de A. A. Kunik în 1863. După părerea 
marelui numismat şi istoric rus, tezaurul se compunea din câteva sute de monede de argint 
emise de ultimii hani ai Hoardei de Aur, primii hani ai Hanatului Crimeei, din emisiuni 
genoveze din Crimeea, din groşi bohemieni ai regelui „Wenzel”, monede ale voievozilor 
„ungro-vlahi” Ştefan şi Vladislaus sau Vlad, precum şi din “bracteaţi subţiri având pe o 
parte crucea genoveză” şi altele.  
Date suplimentare despre această descoperire au fost aduse ulterior de Ju. B. Iversen (1868) 
şi V. Jurgevič (1873). Iversen a arătat că tezaurul conţinea 80 de monede muntene de la 
“Vladislav V”, care corespund în sistemul actual de atribuiri din numismatica românească 
cu Vladislav al II-lea (1447-1456), monedele moldoveneşti erau atribuite lui “Ştefan” 
(1456-1504), evident fiind vorba de Ştefan cel Mare, iar monedele bohemiene le atribuia lui 
Wenzel III, actualmente, Venceslas IV (1378-1419). Jurgevič a dat date importante despre 
aşa zişii bracteaţi, arătând că acestea erau monede ale Hoardei de Aur “surfrapate”, având 
pe o parte crucea genoveză, “cu semne deosebite”.  
În literatura de specialitate românească descoperirea a fost menţionată de D. A. Sturdza, în 
1879, în analiza critică a literaturii numismatice privind monetăria medievală şi modernă 
românească. Sturdza a introdus o serie de distorsiuni, care nu se găseau în textul lui Kunik, 
cum ar fi de exemplu, plasarea locului descoperirii în Polonia, în loc de Podolia, precum şi 
atribuirea monedelor muntene, în număr de 80, lui “Vlad al II-lea Dracul”, iar pe cele 
moldoveneşti lui “Ştefan I, Ştefan cel Mare sau Ştefăniţă”. Sturdza nu menţionează 
prezenţa bracteatelor cu crucea genoveză. Comentând contribuţia lui Iversen la 
numismatica românească medievală, Sturdza omite să prezinte faptul că lui îi datorăm atât 
informaţiile privind numărul exact al monedelor muntene din tezaur, cât şi atribuirea lor 
“Vladislav V”, acelaşi de fapt, cu “Vlad al II-lea” din clasificarea lui, recte Vladislav al II-
lea, iar pe cele moldoveneşti, lui Ştefan cel Mare. Ulterior, datele despre tezaurul din 
Podolia prezentate de Sturdza vor fi reluate de Nicolae Docan (1909-1910). Din acest 
moment, până în anii 2003-2005, descoperirea din Podolia nu va mai fi menţionată în literatura de 
specialitate românească. Problema a fost reluată de autorul acestor rânduri (2003-2005), care 
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considera că tezaurul conţinea de fapt monede de la Ştefan cel Mare şi Vladislav al II-lea şi 
nu de la Ştefan I şi Vlad I, cum credeau unii cercetători străini.  
Tezaurul din Podolia va fi însă de mai multe ori menţionat în literatura numismatică străină 
– italiană, sovietică, poloneză şi basarabeană. Autorul studiului urmăreşte pas cu pas cum s-
au distorsionat până la nerecunoaştere informaţiile iniţiale ale lui Kunik, astfel că după 
1975 se va vorbi despre un tezaur conţinând monede de la Vlad I şi Ştefan, iar în cele din 
urmă, de la Ştefan I şi Vlad I. Aceasta s-a datorat lipsei de contact direct a cercetătorilor 
implicaţi cu lucrările lui Kunik, Iversen şi Jurgevč. 
Restabilind adevărul despre descoperirea din Podolia, autorul arată că lotul de monede 
medievale româneşti din acesta consta din monede muntene de la Vladislav al II-lea (ducaţi 
reformaţi), groşi din cel de al doilea tip de la Ştefan cel Mare şi din aspri ai Hoardei de Aur 
contramarcaţi la Cetatea Albă. Tezaurul din Podolia/1862 are evidente afinităţi cu tezaurele 
moldoveneşti de la Cârpiţi (Victoria, jud. Iaşi) şi Basarabia/ante 1940, precum şi cu un 
tezaur descoperit recent, tot în Podolia, la Tul’čin (Rai. Vinica, Ukraina). Toate prezintă o 
puternică componentă crimeano-nord pontică, datorită implicării Moldovei în comerţul cu 
Caffa. După toate probabilităţile, tezaurul Podolia 1862 a fost ascuns la scurtă vreme după 
introducerea groşilor din tipul al doilea ai lui Ştefan cel Mare, în anii 1476-1479, cu ocazia 
unui atac tătar sau otoman, în Podolia. 
Graţie revenirii la sursele originale de informaţie, putem oferi azi mai multe date despre 
primul tezaur conţinând şi monede medievale româneşti care a intrat în circuitul ştiinţific 
european în urmă cu aproape 148 ani.  
 
Keywords: medieval European numismatics; Islamic numismatics coin hoards; Moldavian 
medieval coinage; Wallachian medieval coinage; monetary circulation in Podolia; monetary 
circulation in Poland; monetary circulation in Lithuania; Golden Horde coinage; coinage of 
the Khanate of Crimea; coinage of Caffa; coinage of Asprokastron; coinage of Stephen III 
the Great; coinage of Vladislav II; A. A. Kunik, J. B. Iverson; V. Jurgevič; B. von Koehne; 
D. A. Sturdza; N. Docan; L. L. Polevoj; G. A. Fedorov-Davydov; M. Kotljar; A. 
Mikołajczyk; P. P. Byrnja; N. D. Russev  
 
 

During the first seven decades of the 19th century, the studies regarding the 
medieval Romanian numismatics (Wallachian and Moldavian)1 were only just at 
their first steps, thanks to the inquisitive curiosity of some few Hungarian, 
Austrian, German, Russian and Romanian collectors and scholars from the 
Romantic period. The first, so far, known descriptions of Wallachian medieval 
coins could be found in a Hungarian periodical, edited during the last part of 18th 
century in Bratislava. They appeared in 1787, in an unsigned work, quite likely 
belonging to Johann Seivert, printed posthumously2. The first medieval Moldavian 
coins were identified by Jószef Weszerle. He published also some Wallachian 

                                            
1 On the early development of the Romanian medieval numismatics see: Sturdza 1879 and Docan 
1909-1910, pp. 460-464.  
2 Non-signed 1787, p. 96. On the first, so far known, contribution on the Medieval Romanian coinage, 
see also: Docan 1909-1910, p. 461; Fehér and Huszár, 1977, col. 237-238; Iliescu, 1983-1985, p. 280, 
footnote no 1.  
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issues3. Later, other contributions regarding the Romanian medieval coinage will 
be edited by: Franz Vincent von Eitl4, Bernhard von Koehne5, Jakob J. Reichel6, 
Leopold Welzl von Wellenheim7, Adolf Oberndorffer8, Hermann Grote9, Johann 
Friedrich Weidhaus10, Basile Boeresco11, Alexis Ouvaroff12, Cesar Bolliac13 and 
Bogdan Petriceicu Haşdeu14. All these early publications focused only on the 
identifications, descriptions and the dating of some peculiar issues. The progress 
made in this topic was quite impressive, so, one could mention that at the 
beginnings of 1860’s already were known about a dozen or so of Wallachian and 
Moldavian monetary types, some of them in several variants of mint-marks. 

However, with a remarkable exception, nothing was known then on their 
geographical distribution, as well as on the hoard assembling of the finds 
containing such issues. These information should have been very useful not only to 
try to map their diffusion within the Romanian principalities and in the 
neighbouring countries, but also to date and attribute more exactly some of the 
Wallachian and Moldavian coins bearing a very limited number of rulers’ names: 
Vladislav, Radu, Dan, Mircea and Vlad in Wallachia and Peter, Stephen, 
Alexander and Bogdan, in Moldavia. The exception mentioned above is 
represented by Bernhard von Koehne, the real founder of the Romanian medieval 
numismatics, who stated that the groat of the Moldavian prince, Elias (1432-1447), 
described by him in 1841 (according to the current classification, it belongs to 
MBR 489-494, type, with the mint-mark A over the shield), was, actually, found in 
a hoard uncovered in 1837, in the Grand Duchy of Posen (Poznań), in Poland. 
Beside this Moldavian groat, this hoard consisted of coins struck by the Polish 
Kings: “Vladislav V”, i. e. Vladislav II Jagełło (1386-1434), “Vladislav VI”, i. e. 
Vladislav III Varneńczyk (1434-1444) and Cazimir IV (1447-1492), issues of the 
Grand Masters of the Teutonic Order: Michael Küchmeister von Sternberg (1414-
1422), Paul von Ruβdorf (1422-1441) “and so on, until” Martin Truchsess von 

                                            
3 Weszerle 1911 Section E Tabulae V nummorum ad veters provincias Hungariae respicientes. V 
Tábla a magyar korona hajdani tartományai érmeivel, pl. IV, nos 1-2 and 7-14. Because J. Weszerle 
died on 29th July 1838, see: Rádóczy n. d., p. 1, his drawings of the Wallachian and Moldavian coins 
published posthumously, in 1873 and 1911 should be dated, quite likely, after 1817, when he was 
appointed at the History Chair of the University in Pest and curator of the Coin Room. The plates of 
the Transylvanian coins made by Weszerle were published by János Érdy, in 1862, under his own 
name, without mentioning the identity of the real author, see: Érdy 1862. Weszerle’s plates regarding 
the Hungarian, Serbian, Bosnian, Dalmatian, Bulgarian, Wallachian and Moldavian coins were 
published posthumously, first time, in 1873.  
4 von Eitl 1839, p. 240, nos 20136-20156.  
5 von Koehne 1841; von Kohne 1842.  
6 Reichel 1843 491-493, nos 146-156.  
7 von Wellenheim 1845, pp. 565 and 567, nos 11955-11965 and 11993-12005.  
8 Oberndorffer 1849 87.  
9 Grote 1857, pp. 392-396 and Grote 1862, pp. 991-999.  
10 Weidhaus 1856, p. 110, nos 617-622.  
11 Boeresco 1856 p. 156.  
12 Ouvaroff 1860 pp. 155-162.  
13 Bolliac 1861 pp. 155-162.  
14 Petriceicu Haşdeu 1861, p. 15.  
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Wetzhausen (1477-1499), as well as coins struck by other different political 
authorities, which are not named15.  

The first important account on a hoard containing Wallachian and Moldavian 
medieval coins appears in 1863, in a non-signed abstract of the papers held at the 
meeting of 6th/18th February 1863, of the Historical-Philological Department of the 
Russian Imperial Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg16. In spite of being not-
signed, based of some contemporary witnesses17, one could establish that that the 
author of the report on the meeting of 6th/18th February 1863 was Arist A. Kunik 
himself (1814-1899), a well known Russian historian and numismatist of that 
period, keeper of the collection of Russian coins in the Hermitage Museum and 
later, Head of the Coin Room of the museum and member of the Russian Imperial 
Academy of Sciences. Arist A. Kunik presented a hoard of silver coins found in an 
unprecised place located in the “gouberniya of Podolia” (See the map), sent to the 
Academy by the Imperial Department of Mines and Salt-mines18. According to 
him, the hoard consisted of late Golden Horde issues, coins struck by the early 
khans of the Crimean Khanate, Bohemian groats of King “Wenzel”, “Ougro-
Wallachian” coins of Stephen and “Vladislaus” or “Wlad”, small “bracteates, 
bearing the Genoese cross” and “many others”. According to Kunik, the hoard was 
concealed during the first half of the 16th century19.  

During the 1860’s and early 1870’s new information of the “Podolian hoard” 
were published by Ju. B. Iversen and V. N. Jurgevič. Iversen mentions that the 
Bohemian issues from this hoard were very badly preserved groats struck by 
“Wenzel III”, i. e. Venceslas IV (1378-1419). The author gave some very important 
information on the Romanian medieval coins from the “Podolian hoard”20. 
According to Iversen, the find contained 80 coins of bearing the name of Vladislav21, 
similar to those already published by Koehne22, Reichel23, Grote24, Ouvaroff25 and by 
himself26. Iversen asserted that these issues belong to the Wallachian ruler “Vladislav 
V”, whose reign was dated by him between “1456-1462” and “1476-1479”27. Such 
coins are corresponding, in the current classification, to the ducats of Vladislav II 

                                            
15 von Koehne 1841, p. 333, footnote no **.  
16 Non-signed 1863, p. 123.  
17 Iversen 1868, pp. 243-244; Jurgevič 1872, p. 148 and Sturdza 1879, p. 49, no LXXI.  
18 Because the hoard was sent to the Russian Imperial Academy by the Department for Mines and 
Salt-mines (Gornyj Departament), I suspect that the hoard was found in an area from the Podolian 
gouberniya where were acting local officials of this service, controlling the exploitations of mineral 
resources. Such a zone could be the territory between the Upper Valley of Dniester and Zbruč Rivers, 
or near Kameneck Podol’sk, where are located salt and gypsum deposits and other mineral resources.  
19 Non-signed 1863, p. 123.  
20 Iversen 1868, p. 243.  
21 Iversen 1868, p. 243.  
22 Koehne 1841, pp. 339-340, pl. XI, no 2.  
23 Reichel 1843, pp. 491-492, no 149.  
24 Grote 1857, p. 394.  
25 Ouvaroff 1860, p. 160.  
26 Iversen 1868, pp. 240-241, pl. XLV, no 10.  
27 Iversen 1868, pp. 240-243.  
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(1447-1456)28. Iversen stated also that the “Podolian hoard” contained also a few 
coins bearing Latin inscriptions, mentioning the name of the Moldavian woyewod 
Stephen29. He supposed that this ruler was “Stephen VI”, reining between “1456-
1504”30, i. e. Stephen III the Great (1457-1504). During the times when Iversen was 
writing his article, there were known only one type of Stephen's III groats, namely 
those belonging to the 2nd type in the current classification of the Moldavian 
medieval coinage (See fig. no 5 a-b)31.  

Iversen did not agreed with the dating of the concealment of the “Podolian 
hoard” during the first half of 16th century, as Kunik asserted, considering that it 
was lost during the 15th century, more precisely, during the early years of Stephen 
reign32 (See Annexe A, fig. nos 3-6). 

Regarding the medieval Romanian coins and the Bohemian groats belonging 
to the “Podolian hoard”, B. Jurgevič had followed closely Kunik’s ideas, asserting 
that they were struck by the “Ougro-Wallachian woyewods Stephen and Vladislav 
or Vlad”33. However, he gave some very interesting information on the so-called 
“tinny bracteates, with the Genoese cross”, mentioned by the first editor of the 
hoard. Referring to Iversen’s opinions, Jurgevič mentioned that these coins are, in 
fact, “overstruck” Tartar issues, bearing on one side “the Genoese cross, with a 
special mark”34 (See Annexe A, fig. nos 7-8).  

Though very brief, Kunik’s report represents an important contribution to the 
history of Wallachian, Moldavian, Lithuanian and to the Genoese coinage in the 
Black Sea area, as well as to the study on the monetary circulation in the upper 
Dniester valley. It was several times discussed by later scholars dealing with these 
topics or just with the question of the “Podolian hoard”. However, it seems that the 
full content of the text edited in the 6th volume of Bulletin de l’Académie Impériale 
des Sciences de St-Pétersbourg remained unknown for most of the scholars in 
Romania, Italy, Poland, Soviet Union and Republic of Moldavia who dealt during 
the last 130 years with different questions raised by the “Podolian hoard/1862”. 
The Romanian numismatists dealing with this hoard relayed only on short 
information given by Dimitrie A. Sturdza himself, in 1879, in his review of the 

                                            
28 MBR nos 256-261. 
29 Iversen 1868, p. 243.  
30 His coins were published by Kohne 1842, pp. 365-366, pl. XII, no 3 and Grote 1857, p. 393, no 5 , 
who attributed the issues just to a ruler called “Stephen” and used the same dating as Iversen, recte 
1456-1504. In spite of a minor chronological mistake, it is obvious that both scholars were referring 
to Stephen III the Great. Only Ouvaroff 1860, pp. 157-158, pl. XXII, no 5, asserted that the coins 
were struck by “Stephen II (1390-1399)”.  
31 MBR nos 630-669, 674-721, 725-728 and 730-739. 
32 Iversen 1868, p. 243.  
33 Jurgevič 1872, p. 148. “… iz monet voevod ugro-valahskih Stefana i Vladislav ili Vlada ...” (The 
Russian spelling is up-to-dated, according to the post-Bolshevik revolution spelling reform). 
34 Jurgevič 1872, p. 148, footnote no a). “Ju. B. Iversen, protiv mnenija Kunika, vidit v iih monety 
tatarskija perečekanennyja, prestavljajuščija s odnoj storony genuezkij krest, s osobennym znakom. 
Sm. Bruchstücke zur Münzgeschichte Preussens p. 244, prim. 1.” (The Russian spelling is up-to-
dated, according to the post-Bolshevik revolution spelling reform). Unfortunately, I did not 
succeeded, so far, to identify the complete title of Iversen’s contribution mentioned here. 
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previous contributions to the Romanian numismatics35. Most of the Soviet, Polish, 
as well as the scholars from Republic of Moldavia, had followed a much distorted 
version of Jurgevič’s statements. Because between these versions one could found 
a lot of important differences and taking in consideration the fact that the 6th 
volume of the above mentioned publication is missing in the Romanian libraries 
and in many other countries outside Russia, I will publish here its parts regarding 
the hoard containing Wallachian and Moldavian coins, as it was printed in 1863: 

“…. M. Kunik, chargé dans la séance du 9 janvier 1863, d’examiner un paquet 
d’anciennes monnaies, envoyées à l’Académie par le Département des mines et 
salines, lit un rapport, dans lequel il fait voir l’intérêt que ces monnaies offrent au 
point de vue numismatique. M. Kunik pense que ces monnaies, trouvées dans le 
gouvernement de Podolie [my underlining], ont été enfouies dans la première 
moitié du XVIe siècle. La trouvaille se compose de monnaies des derniers khans de 
la Horde d’or et de premiers khans de Crimée, de celles de Génois du temps de leur 
domination en Crimée, de celles des woyewods ougro-valaques Stephan et 
Vladislaus ou Wlad, de différents petits bractéats avec une croix, de gros frappés 
sous le roi Wenzel de Bohème et plusieurs autres. Le rapporteur est d’avis que ces 
monnaies sont intéressantes d’abord comme un témoignage des rapports 
commerciaux de la partie sud-ouest de la Lithuanie à l’époque de l’enfouissement 
de ces monnaies, ensuite elles peuvent servir à éclaircir quelques questions encore 
obscures; telles que des monnaies moldo-vlaques avec inscriptions latines et 
slavonnes, ainsi que du rapport supposé entre les armoires des Jagellons et le janua 
des Génois etc. Par suite de ces motifs, et sur la proposition de M. Kunik, le 
Département des mines et salines en sera informé, avec la prière d’abandonner les 
dites monnaies au médailleur de l’Académie, le prix du métal de ces monnaies 
étant tout à fait insignifiant. …”36 (See Annexe A, fig. nos 1-2). 

The only major mistake did by Arist A. Kunik was the use of the inappropriate 
label “Oungro-Wallachian woyewods” to designate the affiliation of the Romanian 
minting authorities, whose coins were represented in the “Podolian hoard”. 
According to the medieval foreign and local terminology, the term of “Oungro-
Vlachia”, was used only for naming “Wallachia” proper (in Romanian “Ţara 
Românească” or “Muntenia”), the principality located between the Transylvanian 
Alps, the Danube and Milcov Rivers, meanwhile “Moldo-Vlachia” or “Rosso-
Vlachia”, was used for designate Moldavia, the other Romanian medieval state, 
located between the slopes of the Eastern Carpathians and the Rivers Milcov, 
Danube, Dniester and Ceremuş (Čeremuš)37.  

Here is the English translation of the review of Kunik’s report, made 13 years 
later, by Dimitrie A. Sturdza: 

“Mr. Kunik talk about a monetary hoard found in Poland [my underlining] and 
which seems to be concealed during the first half of the 16th century. That hoard 
consisted of coins of the last khans of the Golden Horde; of the first Crimean khans; 
                                            
35 Sturdza 1879, p. 49, no LXXI.  
36 Non-signed 1863, p. 126.  
37Coman 2008, pp. 407-422. 
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from the times of the Genoese rule in Crimea; from the Bohemian king Venzeslau 
[sic!], and, finally, 80 coins of Vlad II of Wallachia, and a few deniers, of a prince 
[called] Stephen from Moldavia. Mr. Kunik said that the last one has Latin 
inscriptions, and accordingly, they must be of Stephen I, Stephen the Great or 
Ştefăniţă Vodă”38. Sturdza knew also Ju. B. Iversen’s opinions on the make-up of the 
“Podolian hoard”, but he did not commented them39 (See Annexe A, fig. nos 9-10).  

Sturdza did a lot of confusions and alterations in the presentation of Kunik’s 
statements. Unlike Kunik, who mentioned clearly, that the find was uncovered in 
“Podolia”, Sturdza spoke about a hoard found either in “Poland” or “Podolia”. 
Sturdza mentioned that the Wallachian parcel of the hoard consisted of 80 coins of 
Vladislav, information which was not to be found in Kunik’s original statement, 
but in Iversen’s comments and additions. Sturdza ignored the existence in the 
hoard of the so-called “tinny bracteates, with Genoese cross”.  

Instead, Dimitrie A. Sturdza put in Kunik’s paper review, his own 
considerations regarding the attribution of these coins. He attributed the coins 
bearing the name of Vladislav to Vlad II the Evil40, which corresponds in the 
current classification of the Wallachian issues also to the coinage of Vladislav II 
(1447-1456)41. However, the well known Romanian numismatist was very elusive 
in offering a new and more precise identification for the Moldavian coin, bearing 
the name “Stephen”, ignoring Iversen’s remarks. According to Sturdza, this coin 
with Latin inscription should have been an issue of Stephen I, Stephen the Great or 
Stephen IV (Ştefăniţă). Or, one could emphasize that, two of the possible 
attributions proposed by Sturdza himself, regarded also the coinage of Stephen III 
the Great. There is about the groats of 2nd type, already mentioned and the groats of 
1st type (See fig. no 4 a-b), published later by Sturdza and attributed by him to 
Ştefăniţă Vodă (1517-1527)42. 

30 years later after the publication of Sturdza’s review, the question of the 
“Podolian hoard” was discussed once again by Nicolae Docan, in his critical 
bibliography of the literature regarding the medieval Wallachian coinage. 
Basically, Docan repeated the ideas contained in Sturdza’s contribution from 1879. 

                                            
38 Sturdza 1879, p. 49, no LXXI, “D. Kunik relatează despre un tezaur de monede descoperit în 
Polonia [sublinierea noastră] şi care pare a fi fost îngropat în întâia jumătate a secolului al 
şasesprezecelea. Acel tezaur conţinea monete de la cei din urmă hani ai Hoardei de Aur; de la cei 
dintâi hani ai Crimeei; din timpul dominaţiunii genoveze în Crimeea; de la regele Venzeslau [sic!] al 
Boemiei, şi în fine 80 de bani de la Vlad II al Ţării Munteneşti, şi câtiva denari de la un domn Ştefan 
din Moldova. D. Kunik zice că aceştia din urmă au legende latineşti, încât ei trebuie să fie de la Ştefan 
I, de la Ştefan cel Mare, sau de la Ştefăniţă Vodă”. (The Romanian spelling was up-to-dated, 
according to the last spelling reform from 1996). 
39 Sturdza 1879, pp. 52-53, no LXXIX, “Iversen aminteşte şi despre descoperirea de monete 
româneşti din tezaurul din Podolia [sublinierea noastră], de care se vorbeşte în Buletinul Academiei 
Ştiinţelor din St Petersburg (vezi Kunik). (The Romanian spelling was up-to-dated, according to the 
last spelling reform from 1996). 
40 Sturdza 1872/4, p. 101, nos 47-48, pl. III, nos 4-5. 
41 MBR nos 256-261. 
42 Sturdza 1872/4, p. 70, no 29, pl. V, no 5. According to our current classification, they correspond to 
MBR nos 604-607 and 610-623. 
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However, if the first author hade some “hesitations” to don’t say confusions in 
locating exactly the finding place (i. e. Poland or Podolia), Docan retained that the 
hoard was found in “Poland”, though in a footnote he is asking himself if the hoard 
was not found may be in “Podolia”. The author accepted also the attribution of the 
80 Wallachian coins to “Vlad II”, which correspond to Vladislav II, in our current 
classification43.  

After the comments made by Docan, in 1909-1910, for more than one century, 
the very existence of the “Podolian” hoard was ignored by the Romanian 
numismatists. It was not mentioned neither by Constantin Moisil44, nor Octavian 
Iliescu45, in their works regarding the diffusion of the Romanian medieval coins, or 
dealing with the coinage of Vlad I. It will be once again mentioned in a Romanian 
archaeological and numismatic periodical, only in 1988, by the Polish numismatist 
Andrzej Mikołajczyk. The “Podolian” hoard 1862 is not mentioned either in the 
very comprehensive repertory of coin finds found in the territories of the Polish-
Lithuanian Kingdom edited in 1998 by Stanislawa Kubiak and Borys 
Paszkiewicz46.   

The history of the echoes left in the numismatic literature by the questions 
raised by the “Podolian hoard” 1862 contains also some funny pages too. Quite 
likely, writing only by rumours, the anonymous author/s who wrote the 
Bibliografia numismatica delle zecche italiane47, invented even an article of B. von 
Köhne, which actually was never written by the supposed author. In this, otherwise 
very useful publication, one could read about: “KÖHNE (DE) B. Monete colla 
croce genovese scoperte in Podolia nel 1863 e conservate nell’Accademia di 
Scienze di Berlino. Berliner Blätter für Münzkunde, vol. IV, pagg. 243 e 244. 
Berlino, 1868” (See Annexe A, fig. nos 11-12). It is an obvious confusion with 
Iversen’s article already mentioned, which ends with a small note signed by B. von 
Köhne, on the controversial reading of the inscription of a Lithuanian silver issue, 
with a blundered Cyrillic inscription, described by Iversen in his article48.  

No doubts, at the beginnings of 20th century, slowly, slowly, the original 
meanings of Kunik’s report started to fade, Iversen was transmuted to Köhne, the 
finding year became precisely 1863 and the Russian Academy of Science in St 
Petersburg was metamorphosed to Berlin… However, the process of the deepening 
of the distortion of the information once transmitted by Kunik and his 
contemporary fellow Russian scholars was not continuous during the first part of 

                                            
43 Docan 1909-1910, pp. 462-463 and footnote no 1. 
44 Moisil 1915 a pp. 12-29; Moisil 1924, pp. 1-54. 
45 Iliescu 1964 pp. 59-110 and 346-396; Iliescu 1970; Iliescu 1988, pp. 73-105. 
46 Kubiak and Paszkiewicz 1998. 
47 Non-signed 1920, p. 69. 
48 Iversen presented an unknown type of silver coin, resembling, in his opinion, to the Golden Horde 
issues from the time of Toktamysh Khan, but bearing a Cyrillic inscription, reading ДВТБТВД and a 
cross, Iversen 1868, p. 244, pl. XLV, no 8. B. In his post-note, von Köhne read the same inscription 
as: KOPHБTBД, and attributed the coin to the Lithuanian duke of Novgorod on Dnieper, Dimitrij- 
Korybut. 
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the 20th century. For example, Lev L. Polevoj49 and German A. Fedorov-
Davydov50, though writing almost a century after the publication of the report in 
the 6th volume of Bulletin de l’Académie Impériale des Sciences de St-Pétersbourg, 
have used data collected from direct sources. Polevoj just mentioned the existence 
of the hoard in an unprecised location, in Podolia, without any further 
considerations about its content. Fedorov-Davydov, the author of an excellent 
repertory of the hoards and single finds of Golden Horde coins, mentioned only 
that the “Podolian” hoard contained also coins of the „Ougro-Wallachian woywod 
Stephan and Vladislav (Vlad)”. Describing the content of this hoard, Fedorov-
Davydov relayed also on the information given by Jurgevič. 

Quite likely, the breacking point in the process of the separation of the original 
level of genuine information contained in Kunik’s, Iversen’s and Jurgevič’s 
contributions regarding the “Podolian” hoard, from later interpretations and 
additions is represented by Mikola Kotljar’s book on the 14th-17th century coins 
finds in the Ukrainian territories, published in a Polish translation, in 1975. On that 
occasion, Kotljar stated that the “Podolian” hoard contained also coins of the 
“Ougro-Wallachian woywods Stephen and Vlad I”51. In a footnote, the author 
mention as sources of information for his assertions the works of Jurgevič and 
Fedorov-Davydov, but as I already wrote, neither Jurgevič nor Fedorov-Davydov 
had ever stated that the coins belong to a ruler called Vlad I (!!!). To make the 
situation even worse, the Polish editor of the book, J. S., added his own editorial 
note, trying to help the modern Polish readers, unfamiliar with the arcane of the 
Romanian medieval history, that “Ougro-Wallachian woywods Stephen and Vlad 
I” were, in fact … “Moldavian rulers” (“hospodarów mołdawskich”), which is 
completely wrong. A simple lecture of any basic handbooks of Moldavian history 
should have been enough to confirm that no ruler named “Vlad” ever existed in this 
country since 1359 until 1859, to do not stress the basic historical fact, that 
Moldavia was never called “Oungro-Vlachia”, during the Middle Age...  

From this moment the situation became hectic and it should be compared with 
a snow ball rolling on a slope. The Polish numismatist Andrzej Mikołajczyk, 
otherwise a very respected scholar, whose contributions on the medieval and early 
modern Polish monetary affairs, I appreciate very much, writing, in 1988, about the 
Moldavian coins finds in Poland (i. e. the Polish-Lithuanian Kingdom), asserted 
that the “Podolian” hoard contained: „ … Moldavian coins of Stephen /1394-1400/, 
and Wlad I /1394-1395/, not attributed precisely.”52 The author pretended to own 
this information from Kotljar’s book, which, is once again, not (entirely) true, 
because the Ukrainian numismatist did not identified the Moldavian prince 
“Stephen”, with “Stephen I” (1394-1399).  

The last phase of the post-factual “elaboration” of the information regarding 
the “Podolian” hoard was made by the Moldavian scholars Pavel P. Byrnja 

                                            
49 Polevoj 1956, p. 96, footnote no 1. 
50 Fedorov-Davydov 1960, p. 177, no 242, „ugro-valahskih voevod Stefana i Vladislava (Vlada)”. 
51 Kotljar 1975, p. 50, no 154, „wojewodów węgiersko-wołoskich Stefana i Włada I”. 
52 Mikołajczyk 1988, p. 268 no 7. 
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(Bârnea) and Nikolaj D. Russev, in 1999. Presenting the make-up of the this find, 
uncovered in 1862, in an unknown place in the former gouberniya of Podolia, on 
the left bank of the Middle Dniester River, the two authors stated, that it consisted 
of: 

„ Moldavia 
Stephen, groats, silver,? sp. 
Czech 
Vaclav (IV?), groats, silver, ? sp. 
Golden Horde 
Unknown issuers belonging to the last Juchids, dirhams, silver, ? sp. 
Crimean Khanate 
Unknown issuers belonging to the early Girayids, dirhams, silver, ? sp. 
Wallachia 
Vlad the Usurper (1395-1396), ducat, silver, ? sp. 
Non-identified coins 
Unknown issuers, tinny bracteates (?) with cross, silver 
? sp.”53. Byrnja and Russev supposed to find such data in the works of 

German A. Fedorov-Davydov and Andrzej Mikołajczyk. 
Some years ago, writing on the coinage of the Moldavian prince Stephen III, I 

put under question the attributions of the Wallachian and Moldavian coins from the 
“Podolian” hoard proposed by Byrnja and Russev, Mikołajczyk and Kotljar. That 
time, I had no access to the entire “dossier” of the “Podolian” hoard, but knowing 
well how difficult is the palaeography of the Moldavian and Wallachian coins of 
Stephen I54 (See fig. no 1 a-b) and Vlad I55$ (See fig. no 2 a-b) I and how careless 
they are struck, I expressed strong doubts that any 19th century foreign scholars 
should have been cope with such issues, at the first glimpse. On the other hand, as 
a consequence of the radical reformation of the Moldavian coinage during the first 
decade of Alexander’s I reign (cca 1409), there is a quite strong evidence that no 
issues prior of 1410 should have been remained in circulation until the second half 
of 15th century, during the time when the “Podolian” hoard was concealed.  

Instead, based also by the presence in the find of the coins struck by the first 
khans of the Crimean Khanate, I asserted, that, quite likely, the coins should have 
been issues of the Wallachian prince Vladislav II (1447-1456) and the Moldavian 
prince Stephen III the Great (1457-1504)56.  

                                            
53 Byrnja and Russev 1999, p. 202, no 4. 
54 The first issues of Stephen I were correctly attributed and described by Sturdza 1872/4, p. 57. On 
this coinage, see more recently: MBR nos 351, 351a-b, Bieltz 1996, pp. 155-157, Pârvan 1997, pp. 
204-240 and Pârvan and Constantinescu 2003-2005, pp. 225-286. 
55 The first coins of Vlad I were briefly described, but correctly attributed by Docan 1909-1910, p. 
509. Two years later, in 1911, Moisil gave a more precise description of a ducat of Vlad I from the 
Niculiţel-Bădila hoard/1906 (Comm. of Niculiţel, Tulcea County), Moisil 1911, p. 377, no 1 = Moisil 
1915 b, p. 73, no 30. On this coinage see also: Severeanu 1933, pp. 1-4, MBR nos 92-97 and Iliescu 
1988, pp. 73-105. 
56 Oberländer-Târnoveanu 2003-2005, p. 347. 
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The direct contact with most of the original contributions of Kunik, Iversen 
and Jurgevič on the “Podolian” hoard/1862, as well as with the entire 19th century 
foreign and Romanian numismatic literature confirms my suppositions. The 
Wallachian coins from this find were, in fact, ducats of Vladislav II (MBR 256-261 
type) (See fig. no 3 a-b). Quite likely, as Iversen stated, the hoard contained 80 
specimens, which is a quite considerable number, almost the same as the amount of 
those existing to day in the major Romanian public collections. The Moldavian 
coins were 2nd type groats of Stephen III the Great (MBR nos 630-669, 674-721, 
725-728 and 730-739 type) (See fig. no 5 a-b). Unfortunately, their number is now 
mentioned, but no doubts, they were very few. 

The same direct contact with the original contributions of Kunik, Iversen and 
Jurgevič on the “Podolian” hoard/1862, combined with my experience as “field” 
numismatist stimulates me to try to solve the century long numismatic riddle of the 
so-called “tinny bracteates, with Genoese cross”. Their most complete and clear 
description was given by Iversen, who had supposed that they were “overstruck” 
Tartar issues, bearing on one side “the Genoese cross, with a special mark”57. In 
fact, Iversen was wrong only in one peculiar detail. The coins were not 
“overstruck”, but “countermarked”. Such an amended description match perfectly 
to that of the late Tartar silver dirhams countermarked by the medieval Moldavian 
town of Asprokastron (Moncastro, Cetatea Albă). The existence of the 
countermarked coinage of Asprokastron was identified by Octavian Iliescu and 
Marin Dinu, in 1957, in the hoard uncovered in the village of Cârpiţi (now-a-day 
Victoria, Iassy County)58, though some specimens of these kind were already 
edited since the end of 19th century by Otto von Retowski59 and Aleksej K. 
Markov60, but, later, Marian Gumowski asserted that they were Lithuanian issues61. 
During the last two decades, an entire literature was devoted to this topic62. The 
countermarked silver coinage of Asprokastron consists of worn Golden Horde and 
Great Horde dirhams, as well as of aspers of Caffa, boring on one side a small 
round countermark, representing a Greek cross (with equal arms), with bezants 
(pellets) in each quarter (See fig. 6 a-b). This kind of cross was long time, wrongly, 
considered as being „Genoese cross”63. The pellets represented in the quarters of 
the cross are what Iversen was calling “osobennym znakom”, “distinctive mark”. 
Almost all the countermarked coins of Asprokastron-Cetatea Albă are much worn 
and some times, the operation of countermarking led to severe alterations of their 

                                            
57 Apud Jurgevič 1872, p. 148, footnote no a). “Ju. B. Iversen, protiv mnenija Kunika, vidit v iih 
monety tatarskija perečekanennyja, prestavljajuščija s odnoj storony genuezkij krest, s osobennym 
znakom”. 
58 Iliescu and Dinu 1957, pp. 342-345. 
59 Retovskij 1898, p. 50, no 2, applied of an asper of Caffa. 
60 Markov 1896, p. 530, no 5 and p. 531, no 17-20. 
61 Gumowski 1920, pp. 47-52, pp. 57-58 and pp. 60-61. 
62 Kočievskij 1990, , pp. 156-165; Polevoj 1990, pp. 165-179; Iliescu 1991, pp. 151-164; Gorodenko 
2000, pp. 8-13; Gorodenco and Kurciatov 2003, pp. 45-47; Oberländer-Târnoveanu 2003-2005, pp. 
338-341; Travkin and Jankova 2004 Travkin and Jankova 2004, pp. 109-110. 
63 Iliescu 1991, pp. 151-164. 
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original shape, giving them a “cup-like” shape that could explain why Kunik called 
them “tinny bracteates”. 

Based on the analyses of a large number of monetary finds from Moldavia and 
on the general trends of the evolution of the local coinage and economic situation 
during the reign of Stephen III, I asserted that the countermarked coinage of 
Asprokastron should be dated during the 1460’s and the early 1470’s64.  

 At the end of my attempt to reconsider and to recover, as much as possible 
from the information regarding the find presented by Arist A. Kunik, Iversen and 
Jurgevič, the composition of the hoard found in 1862 in an unknown place in the 
former Podolian gouberniya appears to present a lot of common features with some 
Moldavian hoards, such as Cârpiţi (Victoria, Iassy County) or unknown place in 
Bessarabia, before 194065. With the Cârpiţi find it has in common the presence of 
much worn Bohemian groats of Venceslas IV, the Wallachian ducats of Vladislav 
II, the aspers of Caffa, the last issues of the Golden Horde and the early coins of 
the khans of the Crimean Khanate, as well as that of the countermarked issues of 
Asprokastron-Cetatea Albă. With the hoard found in Bessarabia/before 1940, it 
shares the presence of the coins of Caffa, of the Crimean Khanate and the 
countermarked coinage of Asprokastron-Cetatea Albă. All these issues, including 
the old Bohemian groats should be put in connexion with the thriving trade 
undergoing through Moldavia, between Central Europe and the Black Sea area, as 
a main gate to the Eastern and Western commodities alike. Located in the Zbruč, 
Dniester and Bug Valleys, Podolia was one of the main meeting places of the 
merchants travelling from Cetatea Albă to Lwow, Krakow, Danzig or Breslau. 
From this point of view, the “Podolian” hoard/1862 could be considered as a 
typical “traveller’s hoard”, emphasizing more close affinities with the Moldavian 
and the Genoese- Crimean monetary milieu, rather than the local currency realities 
of the 15th century Polish Crown territories, to which belonged from administrative 
point of view since 1430.  

However, the “Podolian” hoard 1862 has also a very distinctive feature, given 
by the presence of the 2nd type groats of Stephen III. So far, it should be considered 
the earlier well dated find containing such kind of Moldavian issues. Recently, the 
beginning of coinage of the 2nd type groats of Stephen III was dated circa 1476-
147966, so that the date of the concealment of the “Podolian” hoard should be 
placed soon after 1476-1479, in the context of one of the Tartar or Ottoman 
invasions which afflicted the South-Western “Russian” territories of the Polish-
Lithuanian Kingdom during the last two decades of Cazimir IV reign. 

Recent finds shown that the “Podolian” hoard 1862 was not a unique hoard, 
concealed during the last decades of the 15th century in this region, containing also 
Wallachian and Moldavian issues. The last year, quite a large number of 
Wallachian ducats of Vladislav II and Moldavian groats of Stephen III the Great 

                                            
64 Oberländer-Târnoveanu 2003-2005, p. 341. 
65 Oberländer-Târnoveanu 2004, p. 65 and Oberländer-Târnoveanu 2003-2005, p. 335, footnote no 
128. 
66 Oberländer-Târnoveanu 2003-2005, p. 337. 
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appeared on the numismatic market, being sold on the internet by Ukrainian and 
Polish dealers. According to reliable information, these coins were part of a hoard 
found at Tul’čyn (Vinica Region, Ukraine), in Podolia, in South-Western Ukraine. 
All the Moldavian coins which I had the possibility to inspect directly belonged to 
the 2nd type, the same as those from the “Podolian” hoard 1862.  

One could consider that the blatant disproportion between the number of the 
Wallachian and Moldavian coins represented in the “Podolian” hoard, located next 
to the Moldavian border, but far from Wallachia, i. e. 80 vs. a few ones, was not a 
casual fact. It reflected a monetary reality during the 1460’s-1480’s and should 
represent a confirmation of my previous remark, that the amount of the signed 
issues struck during the time of the reign of Stephen III the Great was rather small 
and its coinage played only a limited role in the local monetary circulation67.  

The “Podolian” hoard/1862 has a tremendous importance also for the history 
of the Wallachian numismatics. It represents, not only the first known, but also one 
of the rare hoards which contains coins of Vladislav II, so far published. A second 
hoard, consisting of unprecised Hungarian issues and Wallachian coins of 
Vladislav II and Radu III (1462-1474) was mentioned by Iversen68. Unfortunately, 
the Russian scholar does not gave precise data about the finding place, or the 
circumstances in which it was bought, but one could suppose that the hoard should 
have been found somewhere in Wallachia or Moldavia, areas where during the 15th 
century the Hungarian coins were, traditionally, very common. The last two hoards 
containing reformed issues of the Wallachian prince Vladislav II were found at 
Cârpiţi (Victoria, Jassy County) and Tul’čyn (Vinica Region, Ukraine).     

 
Dealing with the sparse data regarding a the “Podolian” hoard/1862, so far 

available, I tried to resurrect from the oblivions not only an exceptional monetary 
find, or to prise the contributions of a group of extraordinary cosmopolitan scholars 
from the mid 19th century, but also to remember the new generation of 
numismatists how important is to go back to the genuine sources, to have a direct 
contact with the primary information. I have to confess that most of the “new” 
information about the Wallachian and Moldavian parcel contained by this hoard, 
which I sorted out from the remaining puzzle of the 19th century publications, was 
already available there, if someone should have been patient enough to read them. 
Unfortunately, instead of read carefully, some of our predecessors and 
contemporary colleagues preferred to build new realities from their own 
interpretations or impressions. After almost 145 years of distortions and 
misinterpretations, at the beginning of the 21st century, almost nothing remained 
from the original report of Arist A. Kunik, except a few sparse words: “Wallachia”, 
“Moldavia”, “Stephen”, “Vladislav”, “woywods”, “coins”… But fortunately, 
Kunik’s, Iverson’s or Jurgevič’s contributions still exist and everybody could read 
them to re-establish the truth! Maybe, also some coins from the “Podolian” 

                                            
67 Oberländer-Târnoveanu 2003-2005, pp. 351-352. 
68 Iversen 1868, pp. 240-241. 
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hoard/1862 also still exists somewhere in Russian or other European collections 
and one colleague should find them for the second time.  
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Pl. I: Map of the Russian Imperial gouberniya of Podolia during the mid 19th 
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Annexe A.1: 
Reproduction of A. A. Kunik’s report about the papers held at the meeting of from 
6 (18) February 1863 of the Historical-Philological Department of the Imperial 
Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.2: 
Reproduction of A. A. Kunik’s report about the papers held at the meeting of from 
6 (18) February 1863 of the Historical-Philological Department of the Imperial 
Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.3: 
Reproduction of J. Iversen’s article from Berliner Blätter für Münz-Siegel und 
Wappenkunde, 4, 1868, pp. 240-244, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.4: 
Reproduction of J. Iversen’s article from Berliner Blätter für Münz-Siegel und 
Wappenkunde, 4, 1868, pp. 240-244, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.5: 
Reproduction of J. Iversen’s article from Berliner Blätter für Münz-Siegel und 
Wappenkunde, 4, 1868, pp. 240-244, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.6: 
Reproduction of J. Iversen’s article from Berliner Blätter für Münz-Siegel und 
Wappenkunde, 4, 1868, pp. 240-244, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.7: 
Reproduction the pages of V. Jurgevič’s article from in Zapiski Odesskogo 
Obščestvo Istorii i Drevnosti, 8, 1872, pp. 147-148, mentioning the “Podolian” 
hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.8: 
Reproduction the pages of V. Jurgevič’s article from in Zapiski Odesskogo 
Obščestvo Istorii i Drevnosti, 8, 1872, pp. 147-148, mentioning the “Podolian” 
hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.9: 
Reproduction of D. A. Sturdza’s study Bibliografia numismaticii române, in 
Analele Societăţii Academice Române Secţiunea II Memorii şi Notiţe, 11, 1879 – 
front page and p. 49, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.10: 
Reproduction of D. A. Sturdza’s study Bibliografia numismaticii române, in 
Analele Societăţii Academice Române Secţiunea II Memorii şi Notiţe, 11, 1879 – 
front page and p. 49, mentioning the “Podolian” hoard/1862. 
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Annexe A.11: 
Reproduction of the bibliographical list of the numismatic literature regarding the 
coinage of Caffa from RIN 33, 1920, pp. 68-69 mentioning a pretended article of 
B. von Köhne on the “Podolian” hoard. 
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Annexe A.12: 
Reproduction of the bibliographical list of the numismatic literature regarding the 
coinage of Caffa from RIN 33, 1920, pp. 68-69 mentioning a pretended article of 
B. von Köhne on the “Podolian” hoard. 
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Fig. 1 a-b: Moldavia, Stephen I (1394-1399), groat. 
 
 
 

                   
 
Fig. 2 a-b: Wallachia, Vlad I (1395-1396), ducat. 
 
 
 

                   
 
Fig. 3 a-b: Wallachia, Vladislav II (1447-1456), reformed ducat (cca 1452-1456). 
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Fig. 4 a-b: Moldavia, Stephen III the Great (1457-1504), 1st type groat (cca 1467-
1475). 
 

             
 
Fig. 5 a-b: Moldavia, Stephen III the Great (1457-1504), 2nd type groat (cca 1476-
1504). 
 

               
 
Fig. 6 a-b: Moldavia, Asprokastron, countermarked silver coinage (cca. 1460-
1470). 
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